The three-dimensional (3D) morphology of axons and dendrites is important for many neuroscience studies. Common tasks such as distinguishing and characterizing neuron phenotypes, modeling projection and potential connectivity patterns, and simulating the electrophysiological behavior of single neurons and neuronal networks all depend on accurate knowledge of 3D neuronal morphology. In fact, such tasks often require the morphology to be explicitly and quantitatively described as opposed to simply illustrated by an image stack.
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1 Therefore a critical first step in many studies is the digital reconstruction of the 3D morphology of neurons from image stacks.
Neuron reconstruction methods have evolved over the last 100 years from the 2D hand drawings by Ramón y Cajal and his contemporaries to quantitative tracing of neuron morphologies in 3D with the help of computers. To this day, manual tracing is still the prevailing method even for 3D reconstruction.
2 However, manual approaches are prohibitively expensive for analyzing image data approaching the scale of terabytes and thousands of image stacks, let alone mining higher-order patterns in these data.
The long-standing need to automate the laborious and subjective manual analysis of light-microscopic and other types of microscopic images has motivated a large number of bioimage informatics efforts. 3 The recent advance in imaging throughput, combined with the desire for large-scale computational modeling, has added a sense of urgency to this need.
In 2010 a worldwide neuron reconstruction contest named DIADEM (short for Bdigital reconstruction of axonal and dendritic morphology^) was organized by several major institutions as a way to stimulate progress and attract new computational researchers to join the technology development community. 4 The goal of DIADEM was to develop algorithms capable of automatically converting stacks of images visualizing the tree-like shape of neuronal axons and dendrites into faithful 3D digital reconstructions. The contest succeeded in stimulating a burst of progress. However, none of the algorithms presented at the finishing stage of DIADEM reached the originally projected goal of a 20-fold speed-up in the reconstruction process compared to manual reconstruction. 5 One practical limitation of DIADEM was that the reconstruction methods were implemented in different languages, ran on different platforms, and followed different protocols to load image data and export reconstructions. This hampered a direct comparison of the methods in terms of computational efficiency and has ever since been a stumbling block to further extend the experiment to big-data, high-throughput applications. In addition, several relatively successful methods recently used in various neuroinformatics projects were introduced 6 or continued to be developed 7 after the DIADEM contest. Current reconstruction techniques, both manual and automated, show tremendous variability in the attributes and completeness of the resulting morphology. 8 Yet, building a large library of high quality 3D neuron morphologies is essential to comprehensively cataloging the types of cells in a nervous system. Furthermore, enabling comparisons of neuron morphologies across species will provide additional sources of insight into neural function. It would be beneficial for neuron reconstruction related research and applications to aggregate and consolidate the collective progress on automated neuron tracing in a practically useful product for neuroscience applications. One strategy to overcome the difficulties in dealing with different tracing protocols, data formats, usability, and reproducibility, is to port the available methods to a common, versatile software platform. This allows the methods to be bench-tested against very large-scale neuron datasets for effective validation.
The BigNeuron project has been formally launched in March 2015 to achieve such goals. 9 This project aims to gather a worldwide community to define and advance the state-ofthe-art of single neuron reconstruction by bench-testing as many automated neuron reconstruction methods as possible against as many neuron datasets as possible following standardized data protocols and evaluation methods. BigNeuron will durably benefit the neuroscience community by establishing a Big Data resource and a set of standardized novel tools for neuron morphologies.
To make BigNeuron a success, tangible goals and feasible approaches have to be developed. While the vision for BigNeuron is to continue for a long time through multiple phases, the first phase will last about a year and a half. The goal of this first phase is to establish the basic infrastructure and release useful data, tools, and analyses. A series of events are being organized for 2015. The kick-off algorithm-porting hackathon was held in Beijing, China in March 2015, with more than 20 attendees from various research groups from Asia, Australia, and America. Follow-up hackathons and workshops will be held at several other locations in Europe and USA. The bench-testing will start in the summer of 2015, followed by data analysis open to the world community. The project welcomes and encourages the participation of any individuals and organizations. Subsequent phases may add important layers of complexity such as time-lapse, multi-channel, and multi-neuron data. In the long run, BigNeuron may also enable a robust cloud-based automated service, where researchers could upload an image stack and receive back a digital morphological tracing.
To advance the neuron reconstruction field, collaborative community projects such as BigNeuron can powerfully complement the competitive spirit of previous initiatives such as DIADEM. The suitability of various neuron reconstruction methods for specific neuron image datasets can still be quantified (and ranked) from the forthcoming BigNeuron results. However, the synergy of many research groups across the globe may provide a refreshing perspective on how various reconstruction methods and results might be integrated. Without a doubt, bench-testing many reconstruction methods against many neuron image datasets will produce very large-scale reconstruction databases. Consensus reconstructions created from all variants generated with each algorithm will also be deposited in NeuroMorpho.Org (ensuring availability in both the de facto standard SWC and NeuroML formats) as well as potentially other databases. Such Big Data will not only benefit method developers and image contributors, but also provide valuable new data resources for computational modelers and data analysts.
